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Letzte Ausgabe

Dear friends, known and unknown
Light Workers – and those who
want to become.
Dear humans of the Earth!

What is the Transmission Tower and
how does it work?
The Transmission Tower, is a formed structure of
conciousness:
It is a lighthouse of peace. Inside it operates a
pyramid of light. Right in the center, the heart of
unconditional love is beating. The energy of
positive change radiates from it.
Yes, our Transmission Tower works so simple
because we told it to do so. Conciousness has no
limits.

We want to invite all of you reading this, to join us
and be part of the concious change in the world.
It is not about founding a new organisation or a
religious community, but rather about uniting all
forces that intend to serve Mother Earth and all
of her life forms and to create a network.
The upcoming changes need to be supported by a
lot of people from different places of the world.
With a unified mind, we can unite our forces and
focus and create a higher developed society, that
is based on the equality of all living beings.

It is active and transmitting day and night –
always! Even if we don't think of it.
Our souls and their higher aspects keep it
running – nonstop!
The transmitter is radiating in its own frequency
and cannot be disturbed by anything.

A lot of humans including Light Workers, see the
great prophecies about the upcoming change in
different ways. But they all believe that special
circumstances are needed to make ascension
come true.
The conciousness of inner peace, Light, Love and
the will to take part in the positive changes are
necessary conditions.

Piggyback
To intensify the process, we decided to use
technical equipment and transmissional
facilities that are already existing. This includes
all satellites, telecommunicational equipment,
mobile networks, radio frequencies, tv stations,
energy lines, ground wires etc. In short, all
frequencies and wire networks that are spread all
over the world.

If these qualities appear more, the old structures,
which are based on oppression and monopolizing
power, will dissapear.
This way, the “giving up of the weapons“ will be a
huge liberation for most of the dark side. They
will remember who they actually are and join us.
The time of fighting is over.
We can influence the balance of future events .
The support of the universe is certain.

Piggybacking those standing frequencies and
wire networks we put our frequency of the
Transmission Tower of New Energy in Harz. At
the same time, this reduces and weakens the
dangerous radiation and impacts of those
facilities.
You could say that we lay the matrix of the New
Energy over the matrix of the old energy.
We are determined that this grid is open for every
human being, every woman, every man and
every child. You just have to take part in it. The
decision to become a co-worker of the transmitter makes you a co-worker.

With the knowledge of the bold visions about the
New Earth and the simple laws of co-creation,
some of the Light Workers from the Harz region
and their friends brought the Transmission
Tower of New Energy in Harz to life on May 5th
2015 in the Anglecafé in Clausthal- Zellerfeld
(Germany).
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Its radiating power multiplies with everyone who
joins it.
You can work “behind closed doors“.
But if you are brave enough, we would like to ask
you to spread the information to as many people
as possible.

May heaven bless us with its infinite support.
Never ever do we want to underestimate the
power of awareness again.
Everything we focus on, will be powerful!
If all of us, who decided to join that matrix, think
about being part of the Transmission Tower of
New Energy in Harz more often or even say it out
loud, the waves of transformation will roll
across our planet even more powerful and will
fill up all dimensions.

Networking
Our grid connects on its own with the matrix of
similar streams of conciousness, that come from
solitary people or groups, who serve the light in
their own ways. Forms don't matter. It is the
intention that unites us.

Maybe we will never know, how many coworkers are part of our transmitter, but we may
be inspired by the words of an older brother of
the light:
„For where two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them."

Summary
The Transmission Tower is sending the frequencies of peace, light, love and the energy of
positive changes at day and night.
Because it has no physical form, it can be neither
destroyed nor turned off. It sends forever.

We want to thank everyone, who takes part in
this community work and tell others about it.
Be blessed forever!
We'll see you... in the light.

Everyone who decided to be part of the
tansmitter in his mind, is part of it and sends
those frequencies from themselves unremittingly. The soul and its higher aspects are able to do so
and also to do much more.
Our sending has not bounds in time or space. It
works multidimensional and can be received in
every place, at everytime on earth, inside the
earth, around the earth and in the whole
unsiverse.

Light Work is the freedeom
and honor to serve the light and
love devotedly.

PS:
If you have questions or fondly want to get in
contact with us please turn to our communication office at Seminarzentrum “Neue Erde“.
We solely put our center in the service of the
coming changes.
We keep you updated about events, informations or actuall happenings.

The transmitter uses technical structures and
their frequencies and wire lines which already
exist to multiply its transmission shafts. At the
same time, the damaging radiation of those
facilities is neutralized and weakened.
All of us who work on it decided it that way – and
so shall it be.

If you wish to get no more of our informations,
please tell us, so we can kindly take you out of
our mailing list.

Dear friends:
The principle behind our actions is: We stopped
fighting.
We are just replacing something worth less with
something more worthy. We help what serves life
to break through and expand life this way.
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